1920’s Johnny Mostil Marathon 4240
This is one of the most popular and desirable
models of the 1920’s. It’s fantastic. The lining
feels great and you want to put it on your hand.
The leather is thick and supple with a couple dry
spots. It has reinforced welting at the base of the
fingers and a cool grommet web. There has been
lots written about the Mostil model………..$195
1920’s Lefty O’Doul JC Higgins 1655
This model features a double tunnel loop web.
The leather is supple and feels great on the hand.
The leather piping is near perfect and the
stampings are bold. The only flaw is the L on
the end. It’s darker. Near perfect glove......$150

1940’s Frank Frisch Spalding 128
This is a super huge model. It’s very wide. The
leather is nice and it feels great on the hand.
Stampings are bold and legible…………….$125

1950’s Harvey Haddix Rawlings HH The Kitten
This is one of the most desirable and classic of
all 1950’s models. It’s a professional quality top
of the line Rawlings. It’s huge. It’s the model
Willie Mays used to make “the catch” in the
1954 World Series. The web has been relaced
and the tag is torn…………….…………….$125
1940’s Babe Ruth Spalding
This Ruth is in beautiful condition inside and
out. It’s super clean with bold stampings and a
nice Spalding incised button. It feels great on
the hand. Minor wear to piping……............$400

1920’s Claude Davidson Horace Partridge
This is only Claude Davidson model I have ever
seen. I have no idea who he is. It’s a double
tunnel loop web model with a repair stitch on
one of the loops. It features a nice black & gold
Horace Partridge tag. It has a patent date of
November 13, 192?. Nice glove…………..$185
1950’s Johnny Podres Rawlings G300
This is a super clean example of the great
Brooklyn Dodgers pitcher. It’s a 1957 model
and has a nice Rawlings incised button. It shows
no use at all but there is a faint name or mark on
the back of the pinky………………………...$60

1960’s Willie Mays Brunswick-MacGregor GC28
This is a rare 1963 transitional model when
Brunswick used the joint name of Brunswick
MacGregor, as evidenced on the tag, after
purchasing Goldsmith. It’s a Personal Model and
it features the Adjusta Wrist Strap. There is a
name on the wrist strap……………………...$175

1960’s Whitey Ford Spalding 42-345
This is an unused 1962 model in near perfect
condition. It feels great on the hand. It features
a beautiful Spalding tag and has no flaws….$100

1970’s Mickey Mantle Rawlings GJ99
This is just about perfect. Too bad it’s an
import. It’s a picture pocket model…...…. $50

